NOLA EXPANSION is a multi-faceted project that includes linguistic and sociolinguistic research in two largely unreached minority language communities in Southeast Asia. Neither language has a written format. Assistance with the development of liturgical songs has been requested. Meeting this need will lead to wider community participation in language research and the development of Scripture stories.

Interaction with these language groups will allow project personnel to study language structure and create preliminary writing systems. Community needs can be met by producing stories and health lessons that can be distributed electronically. As relationships grow and people gain interest, initial language development activities will lead to future Scripture engagement through oral, digital and print formats.

Put God’s Word in their hands.

Support NOLA Expansion: lbt.org/nola

*pseudonym used because of sensitive situation

Lutheran Bible Translators is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization and your gift is tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.